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Abstract    
 

The Mamanwa is one of the original settlers of Tandag, Surigao del Sur.                  
They live in a community with very lively oral or literary traditions, 
worldviews, and indigenous leadership practices. The paper delves in the 
narratives of the Mamanwa village institutions or traditional leaders and 
leadership rituals. The said Mamanwa institutions reflect values such as respect 
for the elders and the environment and village cooperation which need to be 
preserved as part of Filipino national heritage.  The research undertaking is also 
relevant since despite the massive cultural transition of other IP        
(lumadnon) communities in Mindanao, the Mamanwa manages to preserve 
these institutions. 
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Introduction  
 

Indigenous cultural communities in the Philippines are estimated 
to constitute 21% of the Philippine population (Toh & Floresca-
Cawagas, 1987). They can be found in the lowland as well as the 
mountain areas from Northern Luzon down to Southern Mindanao. 
However, Bauzon (1999) claimed that the cultural communities in the 
various regions of the country have been marginalized or neglected, and 
consequently, they are left out of the range of historical understanding of 
our race and culture. Throughout contemporary Philippine history, these 
groups have been subjected to unjust relationships during colonization 
by the foreign powers or by domination by the fellow Filipinos.         
This situation is evident to the resistance of indigenous or  
„Lumad‟ communities to modernization projects which deprive them of 
the ancestral lands. The Mamanwa in particular as an indigenous people 
(IP) face these challenges notably in the protection of their Indigenous 
Knowledge System (IKS) and their ancestral domain. 
           The call for the preservation of Mamanwa‟s cultural practices is a 
movement/measure based on the appreciation of IKS as embodied in the 
Indigenous Peoples Act of the Philippines enacted in 1997, otherwise 
known as RA 8371. It calls among others the protection of the cultural 
practices of the Mamanwa as part of the Filipino cultural inheritance 
despite the attempt for a socio-economic development project to aid the 
acculturation of the Mamanwa settlers (Tomaquin, 2013).  

The Mamanwa are rich in repositories of material and                      
non-material culture which is a part of the national heritage                  
(Tomaquin, 2004). Hence, the documentation of their cultural practices 
is important as part of the national heritage and identity. Tomaquin 
(1999) enunciated that the „Mamanwa‟ possess a very colorful literature, 
arts, and folks songs. However, there are few literature concerning the 
„Mamanwa‟ ethnography notably in the aspects of indigenous leadership 
and governance. Thus, Tomaquin (2005) recommended for its 
documentation as part of the Filipino heritage.  
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The Mamanwa are the oldest Indigenous People in the 
Philippines (Omoto, 2016), said to be older than the Negritos. It is 
postulated that the Mamanwa are derived from the ancestral Proto-
Malay population of late-Pleistocene Sundaland, from which the 
Negritos also evolved (Omoto, 1984). Moreover, Omoto (2016) in his 
genetic study found that the Mamanwa do not belong to the Negrito 
group in the Philippines for they arrived earlier than the Negritos which 
Almeda (1993) also discussed. The significant findings revealed that as a 
race, the Mamanwa differ with that of the Negritos for they are taller and 
their skin is of chocolate brown complexion. Hence, they are more 
related by race with the Papuan people (Tomaquin, 2016) and the 
earliest ancestors of the Filipinos. The Mamanwa are also believed to be 
direct descendants of the raft-traveling Polynesians of the past days who 
were said to have traveled throughout the Pacific on their balsa-wood 
rafts (Eleazar, 1985). The term Mamanwa may be derived from the 
word „Banwa‟ which means forest- dwellers (Tomaquin, 2013). 

On the other hand, Jocano (1997) enunciated and classified the 
Mamanwa as a member of the Negrito family having a „Pisan‟ social 
organization. „Pisan‟ refers to a highly mobile group living in small 
temporary campsites, possessing the simple technology and having a 
relatively similar form of social structure. It has subsistence economy 
such as gathering, hunting, fishing, and occasional gardening. The group 
is composed of dark-skinned Filipinos. These people have names for 
their respective group like Aeta, Ati, Batak, Dumagat, and 
Mamanwa (Jocano, 1997).  

In the early part of the 20th century, American scholar 
John Garvan who was assigned as a public school-teacher in Surigao-
Agusan province described partly the beliefs system of the Mamanwa 
and considered them as nomadic at that time. Dr. Jaime Peralta, chief 
anthropologist of the National Museum, also believed that the Mamanwa 
of Caraga region are the oldest existing group of people in the 
Philippines (Department of Education, Culture and Sports Caraga, 
1998). The Aetas of Luzon came later than this period.  
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Almeda (2016) discussed further that according to Dr. Keiichi 
Omoto, the existence of Mamanwa dates back some 50,000 years ago 
making this group the oldest in the country. The „Mamanwa‟ are the 
first „Surigaonon‟ (Almeda, 1993; Trinidad, 2014). It is in this reason 
that Bauzon (1999) and Almeda (2016) considered them as a national 
treasure because they contributed to the early formation of the Filipino.  

There is a dearth of scholars who had written concerning the 
ethnography of the Mamanwa. Among them were Rahmann (1978) who 
disclosed that in 1917, Beyer gave the total number of the Mamanwa as 
3,850. One thinks that this figure was too high. According to Garvan 
(one of “Thomasite” teachers in Surigao and later in Tandag), there were 
1000 baptized Mamanwa at the end of the last century. However, their 
number must have been decreased rapidly since the beginning of this 
century, not only by intermarriages with the other population groups but 
also, some decades ago, by enslaving and especially by ruthless killings 
on the other tribes and Garvan gives as it seems sufficient proof for that 
(Rahmann, 1978). 

Almeda (1993) enunciated that Garvan wrote his monumental 
work on the tribes of the province in 1921. The center of economic 
activity of the Mamanwa as described by Garvan revolved on food-
collecting as contrasted with productive farming but Maceda in the 
1950‟s noticed the slight transition from food gathering to food 
production among them (Almeda, 1993). Some Mamanwa communities 
have retained these traditional livelihood activities but others have also 
diversified to other economic practices such as entrepreneurship, 
physical labor, and provision of other services. This socioeconomic 
structure may have evolved as the Mamanwa are able to occupy 
permanent settlements both in town centers and in the uplands.                         
In general, agriculture remains the primary source of employment, 
followed by forestry, inland fishing, and mining. In 2013, the Mamanwa 
performed ritual to lift mine suspension order. They found it difficult to 
push through with their programs in education, health, livelihood and 
infrastructure without the money from the mines (Ranada, 2013).  
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 As emphasized by Tomaquin (2008), the government should 
provide more educational services to the Mamanwa to encourage                  
them to pursue higher education. The discrimination of 
the „Bisaya‟ population (lowlanders) contributed to the less enthusiasm 
of the Mamanwa to pursue higher education. It was believed that that 
only very few of the Mamanwa had finished college education.  
            This present study will provide significant information on the 
Mamanwa leadership and governance system which would be a 
significant input for alternative modalities in the leadership system 
studies. This study, therefore, helps promote the relevance of                  
the said indigenous leadership system as the Filipino nation                   
looks for alternative leadership modalities. The Mamanwa 
peacemaking illustrated the desire to promote village peace which is a 
very good practice promoting the culture of peace.    

Indigenous Peoples can be a source of the alternative modality of 
leadership and governance. It is for this reason that the Indigenous 
Peoples Act of 1997 was enacted for the welfare of these groups such as 
the Mamanwa. This inquiry delves on the following objectives:                         
1) present the indigenous leadership and governance modalities of the 
Mamanwa; 2) provide a discussion of its indigenous social and cultural 
institutions; and 3) determine the effectiveness of the said social 
institutions and the rituals associated with it.  

   
Materials and Methods 
 

The setting of the study is in sityu Hitaob of Tandag Surigao del 
Sur. Hitaob is located in the mountain range of Kapatagan. Energy-
sapping and physically grueling uphill footpath traversing several 
creeks, passing by the Tandag river and a thick secondary forest       
leads to the settlement. It has rugged strips of mountains. 
The Kapatagan mountain range is a hunting ground of the Mamanwa. In 
the cluster of the mountain range are few abandoned Mamanwa houses. 
According to Tomaquin (1999), the Mamanwa joined the „tabo‟ market 
every Saturday in Tandag. 
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The study used the ethnographic method to enable the researcher 
to immerse in the community. The key informants were identified before    
the field work. In choosing the key informants, knowledge of the oral 
lore and knowledge of the customary laws were considered. Another 
criterion employed was the consideration of being an esteemed member 
of the village. 

Informed consent was secured from the Mamanwa village of 
Hitaob in Tandag. The research was aided with qualitative interview and 
on-site continual village immersion for one year. Further, a written 
request to conduct the study was secured from the National Commission 
on Indigenous Peoples (NCIP) field office in Tandag. 

Ethnographic research techniques used the participant 
observation and many of the characteristics of non-participative 
observation in an attempt to obtain a holistic picture as possible of the 
object of the study (Frankel & Wallen, 1994). In the ethnographic 
research, field diary was used to aid in checking the accuracy of the 
research. The investigator wrote what has been observed, learned, 
experienced, and seen. An ethnographic study involves procuring data 
by living in the place of the research. The data are derived from direct 
observation. The researcher needs knowledge of the spoken language 
and employment of a wide range of observation techniques including 
face to face contact, participation in group activities and intensive work 
with the informants (Sills, 1968). In this study, qualitative interview was 
carried out during the on-site continual village immersion for one year.  
 
Results and Discussion 
 

Table 1 presents the indigenous or tribal institutions of the 
Mamanwa. Institutions have specific role in the community.             
They perform rituals and chants or Tudem. The following discussions 
focus on each of the institutions of the Mamanwa. 
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Table 1. Indigenous or tribal institutions and customary practices of 
the Mamanwa in Tandang, Surigao del Sur.  

 

Tribal 
institution 

Role Rituals to be 
Performed 

Chants (Tudem) 
Performed 

Dakula Chieftain or village 
chief 

Peace Making Ritual Tudem of the Dakula 

Baylanon  Shaman or diviner Curative rituals such 
as Kahimunan, 

Pangapog, Pangotob, 
Hakyadi, Pangapong 

Tudem of Baylanon 

Bagani  Warrior or village 
protector 

The Bagani War 
dance 

Tudem of the Bagani 

Hugpongan 
nan Malaaser /
Hugpong nan 
Malaas 

Council of elders 

 

Panawagtawag ritual Tudem of the Mabalaw 

  
The Institution of Dakula 

The Dakula as a tribal institution is the most respected institution 
in the Mamanwa society. A Dakula can be a woman. If the said woman 
displays leadership traits and highly respected in the village, she can be 
a Dakula. This illustrates the wide practice of gender equality in 
the Mamanwa land. He/she is regarded as the chieftain or the         
village chief. 

As an esteemed institution in the Mamanwa village, it is 
expected that the Dakula is the most trustworthy in the village. He is 
expected to master the oral lore (Tudem) of the village by heart. It is 
anticipated that the Dakula can preside in the village or community 
gathering or meeting. It is further likely that he/she masters the 
customary laws of the village. Although there is no formal schooling of 
the Dakula, a Mamanwa man or woman who has achieved a higher 
education has more chances to be instituted to the office. 
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Moreover, in the recent development in the Mamanwa land the 
Dakula today is already elected. The role of the Dakula is very crucial 
and important for he/she is a leader duly recognized by the civil 
authorities. In the instance of development assistance from government 
institution his/her approval is sought. Likewise, a Dacula leads the 
initiative in conducting the community festivities such as 
Kalumunan and Magdiwata celebrations. Further, he/she leads the 
village in welcoming visitors or dignitaries like elected officials in the 
Local Government Unit (LGUs). 

Additionally, if the community desires to replace the Dakula, this 
can be easily done by the following processes. The council of elders 
(Kahugpongan nan mga Malaas) will initiate the replacement of 
the Dakula by calling the village assembly. In the village assembly,    
the representative of the council of elders will discuss and convince the 
village for the reasons in replacing the Dakula. If the community   
accepts the reasons why there is a need to replace the Dakula, a vote will 
be called.  

If the majority has chosen to replace the Dakula, he/she is 
replaced immediately. Among the cases heard or to be settled by 
the Dakula includes the following: farm ownership conflict, adultery, 
disrespect of the traditional beliefs and repayment of the inazo (dowry), 
property rights of the siblings over the umahan (farm), and the conflict 
between husband and wife or marital conflict. Most of the cases referred 
to the Dakula are solved immediately.  Cases not resolved by a Dakula 
will be referred to the Barangay Captain for further resolution.  

Tomaquin (2003) discussed further that the Dakula has a direct 
authority in maintaining the indigenous government of the village. 
He/she is assisted by the elders (Maalaser) and his advisers, 
the Bagani and the Baylanon. He/she is obliged to solve the conflict and 
will make sure it will be pacified, so it will not be forwarded to the 
Barangay Captain. In the settlement of conflict, it is their practice to call 
the attention of the parties in conflict. Both parties are allowed to 
express their sentiments which are listened to and thoroughly 
considered. After weighing the reasons, the Dakula offers solutions or 
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verdict. A guilty person has to pay a fine, usually a pig. The pig should 
be slaughtered which means that the conflict has been solved. In cases of 
conflict between Mamanwa and Bisaya, it is the Barangay Captain who 
has a jurisdiction of the case.  

Since the Dakula is a highly respected institution in the 
Mamanwa land, he should master the following customary laws: respect 
the civilians, the police and military authorities, and the laws of the land. 
He/she provides an avenue in conducting the Kahimunan at least two 
times a year, be self-reliant, and should work for daily sustenance.                    
A Dakula respects the hunting rights of other indigenous groups,  
respect personal property, and foster good relationships with 
the Bisaya population. He/she, has to respect the elders, respect 
everyone in the village, share meat and food gathered from hunting with 
the rest of the community as well as respect the women and children.  

The Dakula maintains the village peace with the assistance of 
the Bagani and the Baylanon.  A guilty party will offer Mangangade. 
A Mangangade is in a form of cash or property as a fine to the offending 
party, in case there is a serious offense. The penalty will 
be Ogayoanan or forced labor that will be demanded by the relatives of 
the aggrieved party. 

 
The Institution of Baylanon 

The Baylanon is the Shaman or the diviner and performs curative 
rituals such as „Kahimunan‟, „Pangapog‟, „Pangotob‟, as well as chants 
or Tudem. The Tudem of the „Bagani‟ reflects the charisma, experience 
of the sage Bagani in protecting the village.  
 
The Institution of Bagani  
 
Bagani Maabiabihon 

The Bagani Maabiabihon is an institution in the Mamanwa 
society. He is in charge of welcoming the visitors to the                
community and in the maintenance of peace in the village.                    
Well-bodied Mamanwa men and trustworthy are candidates 
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for Baganiship. A Bagani Maabiabihon is usually trained by a 
senior Bagani or a sage Bagani which is an expert in the Tudem 
A Tudem is the oral chant of the Mamanwa. It has several genres, one of 
which is the Bagani Tudem. A Bagani Maabiabihon, also called  
Bagani  Malinawon, is an expert in Tudem. 

Malong (2018) discussed the meaning of the Tudem as the 
narratives and chants of the Mamanwa covering curing ritual of the 
„Baylanon‟. It is also loaded with symbolism concerning the different 
rituals performed by the „Baylanon‟. The Tudem can be considered as a 
sacred prayer addressed to the ancestors and to the supreme 
god  „Magbabaja‟. It is the „Baylanon‟ lore concerning his task as a 
diviner and keeper of cultural traditions. 
 
Bagani Hawodon 

The Bagani Hawodon is the supreme leader of the Baganis. He 
is the most superior of all the Baganis. The pangotob tattoo illustrated 
the bravery, charisma, and wit of the Bagani Hawodon. His name alone 
brings fright to those who have the memories of the past battles recorded 
(Eleazar, 1985).   

An individual Bagani can be a Bagani Hawodon by election 
among the member Bagani, by his superior knowledge in the Tudem, his 
excellent gallantry, and good character. The Bagani Hawodon is to be 
conferred by the Dakula as the most superior Bagani during 
the Kahimonan. The Bagani Hawodon is a very esteemed position        
in Mamanwa society and he is the supreme leader in case there is a   
tribal conflict with the other tribe or communities. 

The Bagani Hawodon is endowed with mastery in the Tudem of 
the Bagani. The Tudem of the Bagani is the oral lore in form of chants 
regarding the prowess of the Bagani Hawodon as reflected in the Tudem 
of the Baganiship. The Pangutob tattoos of the Bagani Hawodon 
reflected the prowess and bravery of the Bagani Hawodon. Below are 
the lines in the oral lore (Tudem) illustrating the prowess and bravery    
of the Bagani-Hawodon as the author translated.  
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“I am a Bagani-Hawodon entrusted to serve the community. 
With this spear symbolizes my commitment to preserving the community. 
May the good lord Magbabaja be always with me in the fulfillment of   
my duty. May the ancestors guide me as I perform the noble task of   
Bagani-Hawodon”  

 
The pangotob is an ancient script depicting the exploits of                  

the Bagani across generations as written or clearly depicted in this art. 
The script illustrates the prowess and past of Baganis. Further, it is also 
a form of indigenous arts. 

 
The Institution of Hugpong nan mga Malaas      
         Hugpong nan mga Malaas is also called as the council of elders.           
It is the advisory body of the Dakula. This is the council of the wise men 
in the village. The council of elders does not only serve as advisers of 
the Dakula but also a repository of the village lore. The members are 
also called cultural masters or keepers of traditions. The members of the 
council recite with passion the council of elders Tudem or chant which 
symbolizes that it is such a very important institution in the Mamanwa 
land.  The following are the specific task of the council of elders: initiate 
the removal of the Dakula if he has been proven incompetent, and 
violated and transgressed tribal norms. In case the Dakula dies or 
voluntarily waives the position, the council of elders will be the one to 
institute his replacement.   

In case of tribal conflict, the advice of the council of elders is 
needed or will be sought.  The following are the specific functions of the 
council of elders: determine the venue and time in the performance of 
the ritual, act as caretakers of the community traditional costumes, 
artifacts, and relics. The council also acts as a  repository of oral 
traditions such as tribal chants, epics, literature, folk or herbal 
medicines, and tattooing (pangotob) ritual. In matters of sanctions, the 
council would fine the violators of the tribal norms. The council elders‟ 
opinion is widely sought. The knowledge of the Malaas in the Tudem of 
peacemaking is widely sought.  
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Rituals are performed by the different indigenous institutions. 
Table 2 presents rituals performed by the Mamanwa. The values implied 
by these rituals are also indicated. These rituals are also performed in the 
installation of a new village institution. 
 
Table 2. Rituals performed by the Mamanwa. 

Name of the 
ritual 

Performer Purpose Values implied 

Panawagtawag Dakula  

Baylanon 

To invoke the Divine 
Presence  

Sustainable use of the 
environment. respect of 
the ancestors 

Kahimunan Baylanon,  

Dakula,  

Malaas. 

To welcome dignitaries, 
thanksgiving for a good 
harvest 

Oyagdok, wild boar, 
drum (gimbar), young 
coconut leaves.  

Binantazan Baylanon To invoke the blessings 
of Magbabaja in taking 
good care of the 
environment 

Boar for the offering 

Pangapong Baylanon Community prayer, 
curative ritual 

Village inner 
spirituality, respect for 
the environment. 

Magdiwata Baylanon Invoking the blessings  
of the supreme being 
Magbabaja 

Village inner 
spirituality, respect for 
the ancestors, respect 
for the environment 

Pangotob Baylanon Tattooing ritual Respect for the 
environment, 
community village art 

Paginambitay sa 
Kalomonan 

Baylanon  

Dakula 

Food sharing Community sharing of 
the harvest or the meat 
from hunting 
expedition 

Pangapog Baylanon Preparation 
for Pangapog ritual 

Sustainable use of 
natural resources, 
curative  ritual 
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Rituals in the Installation of the Dakula 
         The kalumunan ritual will be instituted during the installation of 
the Dakula. The ritual has a  unique function to announce to the 
community or village of the new Dakula. Moreover, the ritual further 
aims to strengthen the community or village with a new leader. The 
rituals start with the singing of the chant or Tudem of the Dakula. After 
the chant, the community will be informed by the most senior member 
of the council of elders for the choice of the new Dakula. Below is the 
text that the author translated into the English language. 
 

“Listen, dear members  of the village, 
Listen for we the members  of the council of elders  have chosen 
A very competent, honest, trustworthy man. 
A man which we have chosen as a Dakula 
A Dakula whom we can depend in time of crisis 
My fervent vow that  Magbabaja 
The  great lord   and supreme being  will  give him wisdom, 
and good health  for the work  of the Dakula is enormous 
In order to carry his noble job as I  offer this chant of praise to 
you Magbabaja 
My in this sacrifice the whole community will accept 
the Dakula gladly.” 

 
The second part of the ritual is the introduction or presentation of 

the new Dakula to the community. Before the introduction, the 
Baylanon will perform the prayer dance called Pagdayed kan 
Magbabaja for invoking the blessings for the new Dakula. After the 
ritual dance of Baylanon, the new Dakula faces this time in front 
of Oyagdok or the constructed or built altar made of bamboo. The 
following texts or lines below are deduced from the prayer of 
the Baylanon as the author translated. 
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“As I faced this Oyagdok may the good lord Magbabaja give you 
stamina and vigor as you lead the community. May  the offerings placed 
in the Oyagdok  will be pleasing to you dear Magbabaja” 
 

This time, the white pig will be slaughtered as an offering 
to Magbabaja for the new installation of the new Dakula.                    
The slaughtered pig will be placed in the Oyadok as an offering to 
Magbabaja. After the Dakula accepts the position, he invites the 
community to dine with him as a form of thanksgiving. After partaking 
the meals, the Baylanon will offer prayers for the new Dakula. The 
closing part of the ceremony is the community ritual called 
Panawagtawag dance, as a gesture of gratitude to Magbabaja and hope 
for the success of the Dakula as he performs his duties to the village. 

 
Rituals in the Installation of Baylanon 

Eleazar (1985) discussed that Pangapong is a ritual which means 
to invite and let the invited come in. Pangapong is to call, invite, and let 
spirits to come and join or get inside the body of the medium. 
Pangapong is the ritual to be performed when installing a new Baylanon 
where the community enthusiastically participated (Tomaquin, 2003).  
This ritual is composed of elaborate ceremonies to be lead or to be 
conducted by an elder Baylanon. 

The ritual is composed of the following parts: 
First Panawagtawag. In this part, the officiating Baylanon and usually 
the most elder of the Baylanon will have to invoke the spirit of the 
ancestors for their blessing in the ceremony in instituting the 
new Baylanon. There will be continuous chanting of the elder Baylanon. 
The following are the lines of the chant. 
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“Kay daan di malaaser”. 
“Kay magbabaya daan di nagagihod kanami sa Banwa”  

mga nihilin nin kalibutan Gihodi 
kame sinin paghatag san otao tolomanon sa Baylanon”. 

Mawara na an kabuntas og kahadlok  kay  
nagagihod ikaw magbabaja senin imo solog-on. 

Yadi ang hurot mga babaje og lalaki, mga malaas asta impisay yadi sa 
banwa  na madayawe madayigay na pagdayeg jare amo kuman og 
iduduwod ihalad nan sakripisyo apil hurot  kabanwahan og  senen 

kalumunan para sa pagdawat sinin bag-o na  Baylanon”. 
 

Translation 
Magbabaja, the kind lord and supreme being you have accompanied us 
in the village. The departed you have guided us also amidst the 
challenges in life. Kindly come and join with us in this ceremony.      
This ceremony giving authority of the Baylanon will give good harvest  
in the farm. And hunger will cease including unhappiness will be 
stopped for we have installed a new Baylanon. Because you dear 
lord Magbabaja accompanied us since time in memorial may we request 
bless your servant dear one. All of us are here from the women, elders, 
and children, and men. The whole villages are here. You are worthy to 
be praised dear God now and forever. We offered this kahimunan 
ceremony for the installation of this new Baylanon which the community 
as our witnesses. 
 

After the chant of the celebrant (the most elder of 
all Baylanon), the new Baylanon will accept the position and accept the 
costumes of the Baylanon including the headdress. This time,               
he performs the Baylanon dance accompanied by the drum (Gimbar).  
He recites the Tudem of the Baylanon after dancing. After his recitation, 
he is now going to preside the kahimunan. 
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After the chant of the new Baylanon the community presented 
the offerings to the latter. The offerings for the “Baylanon” range from 
rice, corn, root crops, fruits, vegetables, are the bounties of the farm and 
forest. The offerings were placed by the Baylanon in the Bangkaso. 
After the offerings, the community prayer and community singing 
followed. Later the Baylanon, invited the village/community to do the 
preparation for the elaborate ritual and celebration of Kahimunan, after 
which, follows the actual Kahimunan festivity or the grand celebration. 
 
Rituals in the Installation of the new Bagani 

The installation of the Bagani as the protector of the village has a 
very detailed ritual. For the Bagani-Maabiabehon the ritual starts with 
the chanting of the elders called panawagtawag sa Banwa.                            
The Panawagtawag sa Banwa was partly addressed to the departed or 
the ancestors. The panawagtawag is a chant of recollection by the 
previous Bagani who offered their lives for the preservation of 
Mamanwa society called Panawagtawag sa Pamatbat. In the 
Panawagtawag sa Pamatbat, the ancestors were informed of their 
intentions for the ritual and invoked their blessings. Part of 
Panawagtawag sa Pamatbat is the blessings of the costume, headgear, 
traditional spear, and amulets of the Bagani by the officiating Baylanon. 
The final phase of the ritual is the presentation of the new Bagani to the 
village or community. Today the Bagani is a ceremonial position hence 
the village no longer needs the protection of the village from the Bagani 
due to the recognized civil authorities which maintain the peace and 
order of the Barangay such as the Barangay Tanod and the police force. 
 
Peace Making Ritual 

This ritual is performed by Dakula. Peacemaking is very 
important in maintaining the social order of society such as indigenous 
or cultural minorities. Peacemaking is also important due to the values it 
offers which are worthy to be emulated. As observed, the Mamanwa as 
an IP community adhere to the maintenance of peace and order as a 
vehicle of peaceful social order. It is in this view that they had been 
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considered as loving people (Almeda, 1993). The discussions below 
focus on the conflicts or problems that can be referred to the Dakula    
for settlement.  

 
1. Marriage separation or divorce is practiced by the Mamanwa.  

The following conditions are offered for a divorce settlement. In 
case the woman desires to divorce her husband, she is required to 
pay the inazo or the dowry given to her during the marriage. If the 
husband wants to divorce her wife payment of bogay or fine shall 
be collected by the wife. 
 

2. Conflict arising from land ownership will be settled by oral 
history concerning the ancestors who previously occupied the 
land. The chanting of the Tudem sa Pamatbat will be instituted to 
determine in the oral lore the real first occupant of the land. 
 

3. Clan conflict will be settled by mutual agreement of two parties to 
end the conflict. An Oyagdok (altar) was constructed for 
peacemaking. The purpose of the Oyagdok is to symbolize the 
end of the feud. The peace offering was placed in 
the Oyagdok which includes a butchered pig, coconut wine, and a 
cup of rice. The clan conflict will be settled by the Dakula as soon 
as possible.  The prayers of the peace settlement were led by 
the Baylanon. A rope made from abaca was tied in two bamboo 
posts as a symbol of peace and settlement. 
 

4. Disrespect of elders and members of the Malaas are sanctioned 
by the following mode: The disrespectful Mamanwa is asked to 
clear a farm or piece of kaingin (farm). A disrespectful person is 
asked to gather five gallons of honey (Dugos). If the transgression 
is so heavy, the disrespectful person is asked to plant two hectares 
of doma (root crops). 
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5. Conflict with the lowlanders/Bisaya or intruder in the village. 
Intrusion in the village, particularly gathering lumber and another 
timber product is sanctioned by the following measures:                         
The intruder is asked why he has harvested the farm product 
without the permission of the Dakula. After the questioning of the 
Dakula, he will remind the intruder that harvesting lumber products 
in the Mamanwa land without the Dakula permission is contrary to 
the customary laws of the Mamanwa, after which the Dakula gives 
his forgiveness to the intruder. However, the Dakula will secure 
first the promise of the intruder that next time around, the approval 
of the Dakula should be sought in collecting forest products. 
 

6. The property of the deceased husband is equally divided by the 
spouse and the children. The properties include a piece of land, 
spears, house, and domesticated animals. Moreover, it was 
noticed that there was no conflict concerning the inheritance from 
the deceased husband. 
 

7. Large tract of lands is considered the property of the clan. 
Abandonment of the land opens the opportunity for others to 
occupy.  The Mamanwa believe that the social function of the 
land is to be cultivated hence farming is of prime importance.  

 
8. The payment of debts can be instituted by specifying the date of 

payment. If a person cannot pay on time, payment can be in the 
form of domesticated animals or a boar caught in the game or 
hunting expedition. 

 
9. Fines can be instituted if the individual Mamanwa failed to attend 

the Kahimunan celebration.  
 

10. In case the woman will withdraw the marriage or separate from 
her husband the payment of the inazo or bogay (some sort of 
dowry) is sought. 
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11. In cases of transgressing the ancestral burial site, fines will be 
imposed consisting of few pesos to be used for the ritual in 
asking forgiveness to the ancestors for the transgression made. 
 

Mamanwa indigenous leadership and governance style 
           The passage of the Indigenous People Act of 1997 empowers the 
Mamanwa in the following aspect: Recognition of the ancestral domain, 
sustainable use of resources and its conservation, improved social 
services, and improved educational services. The passage of the said act 
had empowered the traditional or indigenous institution notably the role 
of the Dakula and Baylanon and the use of their ancestral domain for 
their well-being, thus promoting the sustainable use of the said 
resources. The Mamanwa are empowered due to the fact that it promotes 
the respect and admiration of the said institutions by the non-Mamanwa, 
thereby promoting the resurgence of this great Mamanwa institution as 
supported by the interview. 

The Act promoted the cultural empowerment of the Mamanwa 
due to the fact that its significant provision or salient feature includes the 
protection of Mamanwa‟s cultural practices which they value very well. 
Hence, cultural empowerment allows the Mamanwa to value their 
culture as a means of expressing their very colorful cultural tradition.    
It is in this endeavor that promoted the appreciation of Mamanwa culture 
among the non-Mamanwa. 

 
The indigenous leadership modalities of the Mamanwa 

are hereby exercised by the indigenous social and political institutions. 
First is the Dakula or otherwise known as Mabalaw. The Dakula or 
Mabalaw is the village chief or the chieftain of the village. 
The Dakula  or chieftain is not a hereditary title but acquired and earned 
by hard work.  This position symbolizes wisdom, strength, and richly 
endowed with extraordinary leadership skills. The Dakula is an elected 
position by the council of elders (Malaas). On the other hand, if the 
cases of incompetence or negligence, by merely a vote of the council of 
elders the Dakula can be replaced. In most cases, the most liked 
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Mamanwa with good education and good interpersonal skills has a big 
chance of becoming one. Moreover, a woman can be elected Dakula   
and there is no distinction of gender in selecting a Dakula. 
The Dakula recited by heart the Tudem of the Dakula during the 
assumption to the title. 

Second to the Baylanon is the shaman or diviner in the 
Mamanwa land.  He is also called the keepers of traditions or cultural 
master. There is no initiation of becoming a Baylanon. Usually the 
individual can be a Baylanon by a vision, through a dream, being trained 
by an elder Baylanon or through the desire of an individual Mamanwa to 
become one. He masters and is very much knowledgeable of the 
different curative rituals of the Mamanwa. He also recites by heart or 
with dedication the chant of the Baylanon ( Tudem nan Baylanon). 

The third is the Bagani, the protector of the village. The Bagani 
Maabiabihon and the Bagani Hawodon are two types of Bagani.        
The Bagani Maabiabihon‟s prime duty is to protect the village from 
intruders either from the lowland or from another tribe. As protector of 
the village, he masters by heart the Tudem of Bagani Maabiabihon 
which is a mark of a strong and courageous protector. On the other hand, 
the Bagani Hawodon is the most superior Bagani. He is an esteemed 
individual of all the Baganis. He leads the Baganis in times of conflict 
with the other tribe. He masters by heart the Tudem or chant of     
Bagani Hawodon. 

The council of elders called Kahugpongan nan mga Malaaser 
serves as an adviser to the Dakula in matters of day to day governance 
of the village. The advice of the council of elders is highly sought.     
         Kahimunan is the most elaborate of all the rituals of the 
Mamanwa. It is not only a religious ceremony but it has social, political, 
and cultural functions (Tomaquin, 2013). Hence, it is a festivity or 
celebration for a new Dakula, and to welcome high-ranking officials to 
the village. Other minor rituals include pangapog, panawagtawag, 
Pangotob, Hakyadi or harvest ritual. 
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On the other hand, the customary laws of the Mamanwa are very 
effective because they resulted in a peaceful Mamanwa village. In the 
violations of customary laws, sanctions were imposed such fines ranging 
from the minimal amount, community service or rendering work in the 
farm (umahan). 
 
Conclusion and Recommendations 
 

The indigenous leadership modalities of the Mamanwa 
are hereby exercised by the indigenous institutions. The Mamanwa 
perform rituals in executing their culture and practices promoting 
preservation of their identity. The customary laws of the Mamanwa are 
very effective because they resulted in a peaceful Mamanwa village.      
In the violations of customary laws, sanctions were imposed.  
Documentation of other oral literature of the Mamanwa besides 
the Tudem has to be considered. Deeper study of the Mamanwa‟s   
socio-cultural practices and worldviews and the extent of                   
Mamanwa‟s cultural transition is necessary. 
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